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Abstract
The orbit determination in one sentence is the application of a variety of techniques for estimating
the orbits of objects such as the moon, planets and spacecraft. In dynamic astronomy, the orbit
determination is the process of determining orbital parameters with observations. Considering the
visibility of the satellite motion trace and the fundamental need to determine and modify satellites’
orbital parameters as well as identify special satellites, determining the positional parameters of the
satellite is also one of the modern and important applications of vision-based astronomical
systems. In the modern vision-based astronomical systems, data collection is done using a chargecoupled device (CCD) array. In this paper, a new method is presented for satellite streak detection
through an optical imaging system. This automatic and efficient method, which has the ability of
real-time data analysis, is based on the sidereal image using CCDs. The images captured by this
method have a large amount of information about stars, galaxy, and satellites’ streaks. In this
paper, an automatic method is presented for streak detection. The purpose of this research is to find
an optimal method for satellite streak detection and different methods in clustering such as
k_means, particle swarm optimization (PSO), genetic algorithm (GA), and Gaussian mixture
model (GMM). Finally, some assessment criteria were compared and concluded that GA is an
optimal algorithm in satellite streak detection.

Keywords: Satellite tracking, Satellite streak detection, MSAC, Clustering, Swarm intelligence.
1. Introduction
In recent years, a limited number of countries
have achieved some advancements in the
aerospace industry and the ability of
building, launching, and infusing satellites in
low orbits. In order to complete the entire
cycle of the space industry, the satellite
navigation, and control, which has been
neglected since the beginning of the
movement of space science in the country,
has to be considered specifically. The orbit
determination can be expressed as the
application of a variety of techniques for
estimating the orbits of objects such as the
moon, planets, and spacecraft. Today,
satellite orbit determination is known as
primary part of space surveillance in design
and control of them after launch. Therefore,
the ability of tracking and satellite orbit
determination is among the most important
issues in the space program of each country.
From ancient times, orbit determination has
been a challenge for space scientists. Due to
*Corresponding author:

increasing space missions and the number of
satellites, it is necessary to establish new
methods for accurate detection of orbits and
identify spy satellites. In particular, orbit
determination of planet of the solar system is
an adjustment of noisy orbital observation
that consists of random and systematic error
for force models and estimation of model
parameters by observations, such that to
achieve a mathematical model that illustrates
the path of the celestial object in the path
before and after the observation time. To
simplify, this process is divided into two
parts. First, the initial orbit is estimated and
then corrections are made to the determined
orbit. The purpose of initial orbit
determination of the object moving around
the earth is to calculate object orbital
parameters by few observations; furthermore,
initial orbit determination is used for
detecting a missing object in space. To
determine the precise orbit, it is necessary to
farzaneh@ut.ac.ir
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determine the initial orbit with good
accuracy, which indicates the importance of
the initial orbit determination (Vallado and
Agapov 2010; Swanzy, 2007; Farnocchia et
al., 2010).
In general, tracking and orbit determination
procedure can be divided into two sections:
observation and calculation. The first is
extraction of position and velocity of the
satellite and in part of the calculation,
numerous methods and algorithms about
tracking and satellite orbit determination are
applied
to
them.
Satellite
altitude
determination and positioning requires
sufficient information on physics of the
motion and other controlling parameters.
Since the physics of earth and atmosphere is
not adequately known, orbit determination is
not possible with the available model.
Therefore, for a highly accurate orbit
determination of civilian satellite, it is
necessary to directly observe the satellite.
Different types of observations are used to
make an initial orbit determination. These
observations can be collected by ground
stations that contain angular angles,
elevations, distance and distance range.
These observations are made by the radar and
the telescope because the collection of
observations without an instrument and the
naked eye does not have enough precision
and sensitivity for the determination of the
space object orbit. However, because the
distante observation is expensive and
sometimes impossible, angular observation is
used. Thus, the optical tracking system is
more accurate and simpler and requires lowcost equipment. Accordingly, optical tracking
has
higher
flexibility
against
the
environmental condition (Lee, 2003; Lee et
al., 2004).
Fundamental of orbit determination using
optical system is astronomical imaging using
a CCD. Images captured with this method
contain large amount of information about
stars, galaxies, and satellite streak
(Schildknecht
1994,
2007).
Orbit
determination method based on this method
used stars’ position for attitude determination
of satellite, so coordinates of satellite and
stars should be detected in images. Since a
satellite appears as a streak in the captured
image, the model of the streak satellite must
be extracted accurately, because the

misdiagnosis of the beginning and end points
of the streak directly affect the accuracy of
the determined orbit. Automatic method is
imperative for streak detection because
satellite recognition manually is tedious,
time-consuming, and erroneous. Manual
streak detection was used in initial methods
when technology was not available or it was
not affordable. With the advancement of
technology, the dependency on manual
methods has drastically decreased (Hejduk et
al., 2004).
In satellite detection, streak can sever as a
line such that the efficient line detection
method affects the diagnosis of beginning
and end points. There are some studies
regarding line detection in image processing.
The first method in this regard was proposed
by Hough in 1962 as a Hough Transform
(HT) algorithm, which transfers an edge
image in parameter space. Another type of
HT is Probabilistic Hough Transform that
determines the start and end points of lines.
Lévesque performed the matched filter
algorithm for satellite streak detection
detection. (Levesque, 2009; Levesque and
Buteau, 2007). Also, a number of algorithms
have been developed for line detection using
PSO, which performs faster than HT (Simms,
2011; Kirchmaier et al., 2010).
There is a need to develop algorithms and
software that can automatically detect and
report the presence of satellite streaks and
start and end points in the acquired images.
The algorithms presented in this paper were
developed for this purpose. The main
objective of this study is to develop a streak
detection algorithm based on the clustering.
The basic idea of the method is to use
numerous clustering algorithms to improve
accuracy and speed and decrease run-time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 describes the proposed
methodology. Section 3 provides a
quantitative and comparative experimental
validation of the proposed approach using
simulated and real astronomical images.
Results of streak detection on two datasets
are presented in Section 4, and conclusions
are provided in Section 5.
2. Method
An automatic streak detection for optical
images is developed in this study. In addition
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to sttreaks of the
t
satellite,, the obserrved
imagees contain noise,
n
star, an
nd space debbris.
Thereefore, it is imperative
i
to
t illuminatee all
non-sstreak compponents fro
om the im
mage
beforre the streaak detection
n algorithm
m is
perfoormed on thee image. Thee overall proccess
includdes four stepps: 1) noise reduction inn the
opticaal image, 2) extraction of star centerss, 3)
star removal, and 4) clustering and
segm
mentation. Figgure 1 illusttrates the gloobal
proceessing. The basic appro
oach consistss of
usingg PSO to deteect the streak
k.

Figuree 1. General procedure forr satellite’s sttreak
detectionn.

2-1. N
Noise reducttion
In thhe modern vision-baseed astronom
mical
system
ms, data colllection is done
d
using C
CCD
arrayy. During thee process of light
l
collisioon to
the surface of the CCD, reading and
measuring the nuumber of pho
otoelectrons, and
conveerting them to the digiital numberss to
store them as greey degree in
n each pixel,, the
smalllest mistakes that resultt in the losss or
addinng of electronns on each pixel
p
can leaad to
distorrtion and nooise in the im
mage. Noise can
be ggenerated byy external factors
f
suchh as
tempeerature andd physical conditions, or
internnal factors associated
a
with CCD. N
Noise
reducction is perfo
formed as a primary stepp in
proceessing. Thee noise reemoval proccess
shoulld not onlyy eliminate or reduce the
noisee, but also avvoid blurring
g the image and
removing or rellocating thee edges of the
imagee (Gonzalezz, 2009). To
o determine the
primaary orbit of the
t satellite using an opttical
methood, the streak of the saatellite mustt be
extraccted
acccurately
because,
b
the
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misdiagnosis of the begiinning and en
nd points
of the streak
k directly aff
ffects the acccuracy of
the determin
ned orbit. T
Therefore, a method
should be used that imposes thee lowest
possible effe
fects to the kkey compliccations of
the astronom
mical imagees such as star and
satellite strreak. There are severral noise
reduction methods
m
succh as averaage filter
(Said et al., 2016), m
median filterr (AriasCastro and Donoho, 22009), and Gaussian
filter (Buadees et al., 20005). Negativ
ve points
of these filteers are smooothing and co
onverting
the edge witth simultaneoous removal of noise,
so they are not approprriate for optical orbit
determinatio
on.
If the gray leevels of the iimage are co
onsidered
as temperatture, then hheat transferr process
decreases th
he gray levells over time and thus
helps noise reduction.
r
Inn order to preeserve the
edges, the th
hermal conduuctivity coeffficient is
determined by the possition of th
hese gray
levels. This method prrovides consstancy of
both edge sh
hapes and nooise removal. Thermal
conductivity
y coefficiennt depends on the
position of current andd surroundin
ng pixels.
Therefore, the
t
image is smoothed
d in the
direction off edges. Hoowever, they
y do not
change in th
he perpendicuular direction
n to them
and thus thee position annd direction of edges
remain unch
hanged (Weeeratunga and
d Kamath
2002, 2003)). In this studdy, it is atteempted to
eliminate thee noise in thee optical imaage using
the diffusio
on equationn. Furtherm
more, to
identify the accurate poosition of th
he edges,
the gradien
nt is calcuulated through the
convolution of the m
main image by the
Gaussian filtter.
There is a wide
w range off methods to solve the
diffusion equation.
e
Inn this stu
udy, this
equation waas solved bby an iteratiion-based
numerical method
m
(Geerig et al., 1992).
Generally, th
he more thee paces and iterations
in the equaation, the ssmoother th
he image
would be. One
O parameeter must bee chosen
such that the image brightness does
d
not
exceed the main
m
range. For this purrpose, the
noise must be
b eliminateed from the image
i
by
choosing an appropriate number of iterations.
In this research, the structural similarity
s
index (SSI) is used to select the optimum
number of iterations. T
This index considers
c
gray level changes. Also, it expresses
e
contrast in
nformation and structtures in
comparison of images. T
Thus, SSI is based on
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a weightted combinattion of three criteria suchh
as luminnance ( . ),contrast ( . ), andd
structuree ( . ), as
a stated in Equation (1 )
(Wang, 22017; Wang et al., 2004)).
.

∙

.

∙

.

(1))

2-2. Dettection and Removal off Stars from
m
the Image
The secoond step in the
t proposed
d algorithm iss
star cennter extractioon. In ordeer to extracct
these oobjects, sccale invariant featuree
transform
m (SIFT) havve been used
d as an indexx
to descrribe the locaal feature in
n the imagee.
These ffeatures aree invariant to uniform
m
scaling, orientation, illumination changess,
and parrtially invarriant to loccal geodeticc
distortion (Lowe, 19999). In this method, thee
features are extractted efficientlly and thenn,
through a multi-stage filtering method,
m
stablee
points (ii.e., key points) are ideentified in a
scaled sppace. In this algorithm, without thee
need to tthe distributiion function,, the positionn
of the sstar center is
i determineed with subbpixel pprecision auutomatically. Figure 2
presents an overvview of staar detectionn
procedurres.
Because star appeaared as a circle
c
in thee
astronom
mical imagee, it is necessary
n
too
identify pixels that are located in this circlee
and deteermine their centers using the SIFT
T
algorithm
m. The probblem faced in
n this regardd
is that rradii of the circles are unknown;
u
soo
they werre calculatedd repeatedly.. This meanss
that for ddifferent raddii, the mean gray level oof
pixels ouutside the cirrcle was calcculated and a
radius w
with no brigght pixels ou
utside it wass
selected..

Figure 22. Star recoggnition process using SIFT
T
algorithm.

2-3
3. Satellite Sttreak Detecttion
As noted prev
viously, sincce satellite streak
app
pears as a line in the astroonomical image, it
is im
mperative to
o detect start and end poiints of
linee precisely. Therefore, determination of
matthematical model
m
for sattellite streak plays
a key
k role in this
t
proceduure. In this study,
sateellite streak
k was deetected usin
ng a
clustering algorrithm.
Clu
ustering is one of tthe unsupervised
classsification methods
m
and a set of objeects is
gro
ouped in som
me classes aautomatically
y. The
purrpose of any clusteringg algorithm is to
evo
olve a dataset in such a w
way that objeects in
the same class are based on the min
nimum
squ
uared distan
nce criterioon and disstance
betw
ween diffeerent classses should
d be
max
ximum. Daata clusterinng is consiidered
among the most commonn techniquees for
stattistical data analysis; fuurthermore, it can
be used in a wide
w
range oof issues su
uch as
machine learning, pattern recognition, data
min
ning, imagee analysis, and other fields
(Grrira et al., 2004).
Am
mong vario
ous clusterring algoriithms,
hierrarchical an
nd density--based partiitional
clustering metthods are widely useed in
diffferent topicss. These meethods, whicch are
ofteen based on
n the cost function, em
mploy
opttimization allgorithms foor clustering
g. The
opttimum classiifier is founnd by minim
mizing
the cost function (Grira et al
al., 2004).
ms for dataa clustering have
Maany algorithm
beeen proposed
d. In this rregard, the kmeans
metthod is one of the com
mmon and simple
s
metthods (Jain, 2010). Recen
ently, heuristic and
evo
olutionary allgorithms haave been uttilized
for data analysis and optim
mization algo
orithm
insp
pired by PSO. As onne of the newest
n
gro
owing metho
ods, PSO iis a functio
on of
collective behaavior in artiificial intelliigence
m, 2009). The
T theoreticcal foundatio
ons of
(Lim
PSO
O come from
m the behavvior of agentts that
inteeract locally
y with one another or their
env
vironments, such
s
as somee insects (i.e., bee,
ant, and term
mite) or evven human
ns. In
pop
pulation, ageents have a simple stru
ucture
butt their co
ollective beehavior can
n be
com
mplicated.
Thee purpose of
o this studdy is to id
dentify
sateellite streak as a clusteriing problem using
PSO
O algorithm and Gaussiaan mixture model
m
(GM
MM). In thee following, these algorrithms
are discussed.
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2-3-1. The k-Means Algorithm
The k-means is one of the simplest
unsupervised clustering algorithms (Jain,
2010). The main idea of this algorithm,
which was presented by MacQueen in 1967,
is to define k-center for each cluster through
the following steps:
- From N data, K data z1 , z2 ,..., zk is chosen
as cluster centers.
- Assigns data xi , i  1, 2,...., n to a specific
cluster if Equation (2) is held:
xi  z j  xi  z p

, p  1, 2, ..., K , j  p

(2)
- When all samples are assigned to clusters,
the position of the K class centers is
recalculated. New class centers are
determined by Equation (3):
Zi 

1
ni

x

, i  1, 2, ...., k

, xj  Cj

(3)

j

Kennedy, 1995).
In PSO, agents in a particle have simple
behavior and follow achievement of
neighbors and themselves. The collective
behavior that appears from this simple
behavior will cover optimal areas of a multidimensional search space. In PSO, a group of
particle is used each having a strong potential
to solve the problem (Esmin et al., 2008).
To update the particle’s position, it is
necessary to calculate the particle’s velocity.
In PSO, in accordance with Equation (4), the
velocity consisted of three components:
momentum, cognitive, and social (Van der
Merwe and Engelbrecht, 2003).
vij (t  1) 

vij (t )  c1r1 j (t )[ pbestij (t )  xij (t ) ] 
Momentum

Cognitive

c2 r2 j (t )[ gbest (t )  xij (t ) ]
Social

ni illustrates the number of data in Ci class.
- The second and third steps are repeated
until class centers do not change.
Although k-means have been developed
during the last decades, it cannot find
optimum solution accurately and has several
significant drawbacks such as:
- The major disadvantage of the k-means
algorithm is that the final solution depends
on a number of clusters and their primary
centers; in addition, this algorithm is
sometimes stuck at suboptimal values.
- There is no obvious procedure for
calculating the primary class centers.
- If the number of data in one class is zero,
there is no way to continue the method.
2-3-2. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
Algorithm
PSO is a computational method that
optimizes a problem iteratively based on a
simulation of birds or fish collective behavior
(Eberhart and Kennedy, 1995). PSO is
originally attributed to Kennedy and
Eberhart. They first intended to develop a
kind of artificial intelligence using social
models that did not require individual
abilities. Their primary simulation was
performed in 1995 for the simulation of bird
behavior for finding seeds (Eberhart and
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(4)

In PSO, pbest and gbest play crucial roles in
guiding the particle’s search. In the above
equation, pbestij (t ) represents the best
position that ith particle has experienced since
the process has started, gbest (t ) represents
the best position of neighbors, and vij (t ) is
the previous velocity of the ith particle. xij (t )
is particle’s position, c1 , c2 are acceleration
constant parameters that play the role of
weighting for cognitive and social parts, and
r1 j (t ) and r2 j (t ) are random values between
0 and 1, which are sampled from a uniform
distribution. Finally, the particle’s position in
each stage is updated according to Equation
(5).

xi (t  1)  xi (t )  vi (t  1)

(5)

PSO algorithm is influenced by several
factors such as data dimension, particle
number, neighbor size, number of repetitions,
and acceleration coefficients (Suganthan,
1999).
2-3-3. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm (GA) employs Darwins
natural selection principles to find the
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optimal formula forr predicting or matchingg
the patttern. This algorithm is a searchh
techniquue to find thee optimal solu
ution and is a
type of m
metaheuristiic algorithmss inspired byy
biologicaal functionns such as mutationn,
crossoveer, and selecttion (Coley, 1999).
A GA involves several
s
step
ps. At firstt,
dependinng on the datta and probleem, unknownn
variabless are specifieed. Then, these variabless
are propperly encodeed and repreesented as a
chromossome. Basedd on the cosst function, a
s
fitness ffunction is defined
d
for chromosomes
c
and, iniitially, the population is selectedd
randomly. Afterwardd, the value of
o the fitnesss
functionn is calculateed for each chromosome
c
e.
Later, acccording to Figure 3, other steps aree
performeed sequenttially. Eacch step iss
described in more details below (Coleyy,
1999).

p
on
n chromosom
mes resulting
g from
is performed
a crossover
c
operator and w
with changin
ng the
bitss of these chromosomes
c
s make a way
w to
enter new inform
mation.
- At
A this step
p, the fitnesss value off new
chrromosomes is calculatted in order to
evaaluate the dau
ughter chrom
mosomes.
- New
N populatio
on is selectedd to enter the next
step
p of the algorithm
a
byy comparing the
chrromosomes’ fitness valuees.
- All
A the new populations are evaluatted. If
the algorithm is terminaated, it wiill be
finiished; otherw
wise, the currrent populattion is
useed as the in
nitial populaation for thee next
step
p.
Thee termination
n condition oof the GA can
c be
determined by a problem (SScrucca, 2013
3).
2-3
3-4. GMM Algorithm
A
Thee GMM is one
o of the nnovel method
ds for
data analysis an
nd clusteringg. The satisfa
factory
resu
ults with hiigh speed m
make this method
m
verry useful. This methood is the most
stattistically maature methood for clusstering
beccause each type of disstribution caan be
app
proximated by a sufficcient numb
ber of
Gau
ussian functtion (Zivkovvic, 2004). In a
GM
MM, it is asssumed that eeach x is created

i

ind
dependently by
folllowing densiity:

a

miixture

with
h

M


p ( x | l )   pibi ( x )

the
(6)

i 1

pi is a weightin
ng of model ith (by assum
mption

0 < pi < 1

for

p ++ p

M

1

Figure 3.. General oveerview of Gen
netic algorithm
m
procedure during sateellite’s streakk
detection.

- In thhis step, a sufficient number oof
chromossomes basedd on their fiitness valuess
are seleccted and aree later used
d in the nexxt
steps.
- The crrossover operrator with Pc probabilityy
is applieed to parentt chromosom
mes and new
w
chromossomes are generated.
- The m
mutation operrator with Pm probabilityy

= 1)

eaach
and

and

k

bi ( x )

arre

d-

dim
mensional Gaussian
G
disttribution fun
nction


witth average i and covariiance matrices i ,
resp
pectively.

bi ( x ) 
1
(2 )

D/ 2

i

1/ 2

   (7)
 1  
ex
xp  ( x  i )  i1 ( x  i ) 
 2


Thee clustering process
p
thereeby is transfo
ormed
succh that to esstimate the pparameters of
o the
GM
MM. Expectaation-maxim
mization algo
orithm
is used
u
in this study
s
to estim
mate the unk
known
parrameters of th
he GMM (Ziivkovic, 2004).
Thee output of clustering
c
is a binary imaage in
which only sattellite streakk pixels are found
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brighht.
Somettimes,
im
mages
incllude
somee satellite streaks th
hat necessiitate
separrating eachh streak. Therefore, the
propoosed algoriithm involves conneccted
compponent labeliing process to
t detect eachh of
them (Suzuki et al., 2003). Since theree are
somee outliers inn streak cllass, RANS
SAC
algorrithm is exxecuted for line detecction
(Fischhler and Bolles,
B
198
81). With this
algorrithm, the fittted line beccomes closeer to
the sttable positionn by some iteration and, as a
resultt, start and end pointss of streak are
identiified precisely.
3. Exxperimental result
The theory of noise
n
reduction, star ceenter

extraction, and streaak detectio
on was
explained in
n Section 2.. In this secction, the
proposed meethod is impplemented on
n the two
images thatt have beenn used by CCDs
C
of
iXON Ultrra 888 forr experimeents and
analyses. The
T
device was equipp
ped with
back-illumin
nated technoology and an
n electron
magnifying setup to record thee single
photons, thaat arrive at the CCD’s surface.
Table 1 pressents the keyy specificatio
ons of the
machine. As can be obbserved, the machine
has 1024×1024 square pixels with
h a pixel
size of 13 μm.
μ The highh reading rate of this
sensor proviides an apprropriate capaability for
consecutive imaging of celestial bod
dies. The
studied imag
ges are demoonstrated in Figure
F
4.

Table 1. Keyy specification of
o iXON Ultra 888
8

(aa)

55

Active pix
xel (H x V)

1024×1024

Pixel size (W
W x H; μm )

13×13 µm

Image arrea (mm)

13.3×13.3

Actiive Area Pixell Well Depth (e( )

e -80

Max Readoutt Rate (MHz)

30MHZ

Frame raates (fps)

26(fu
full frame)-969
90

Read no
oise (e-)

<1 with EM gain
n

QE Max
M

>90%

(b)
(

Figuree 4. sample imaages used in this study using Ixxon Ultra 888 CCD
C
with differrent Exposure ttime a) 0.5 sec and
a b)1
sec.
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3-1. Noise Reduction
The imaage noise redduction was implementedd
on the iimages usingg the diffusiion equationn.
As noteed previoussly, this method
m
is a
functionn of the nuumber of iteration andd
this parrameter is unknown. In order too
find an optimal nuumber of iterations, thee
SSI indeex was utilizzed. The rang
ge of 0 to 100
is considdered as iteeration and the
t expectedd
value iss given byy the maxim
mum indexx.

ult of
Thee variation of SSI inddex and resu
noise reduction
n are presennted in Figu
ures 5
and
d 6.
2. Star Extra
action
3-2
Staar extraction algorithm is applied to
t the
den
noised imag
ge and the SIFT algo
orithm
parrameters for two imagess presented in
i this
pap
per (Table 2). Also, the center of sttars is
presented in Fig
gure 7.

F
Figure
5. Variaation of structurral similarity ind
dex in range off 10 iteration.

Figure 6. Result of removing noisse in sample im
mages using difffusion equationn.
Table 2. The SIFT algorrithm parameteers for star extraaction.

SIF
FT Parameterss
Scl
Threshold
Radius1
Radius2
Radius3
Octaves
Sigma
Edge Ratio

2.1
10
4
4
4
5
1.5
5
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Figure 7. Display
D
of star’ss center pixel co
oordinate using SIFT algorithm
m.

Afterr extraction star’s center, pixels hhave
been occupied by
b star are removed ffrom
imagees using prooposed metho
od, and Figuure 8
is a reesult of this step.
s
3-3. Satellite Streak Deetection Ussing
nce Algorith
hms
Swarrm Intelligen
In thiis study, fouur clustering algorithms ((i.e.,
PSO, GA, GM
MM, and k-means)
k
w
were
impleemented on images to detect sateellite
streakk cluster. GA and PSO
P
algorithhms
require some initial parameeters, thus iit is
necesssary to callculate optim
mal parameeters
beforre the clusterring. The num
mber of iteraation
and initial populaation play im
mportant rolees in
the P
PSO methood and direectly affect the
solutiion. To determine
d
th
he number of

iteration for PSO and G
GA, the prob
blem was
run for 1 to 50 iterationss in one imaage. Also,
the Sum off Squared E
Error (MSE) between
binary imag
ge after clusttering and th
he image
with only saatellite streakk, each iteraation was
plotted in Figure
F
9. T
The plot shows that
adding moree iteration ddoes not imp
prove the
results conssiderably. T
Therefore, 5 and 4
iterations were
w
selecteed as the optimal
iteration paarameter foor GA an
nd PSO,
respectively. This proceddure is repeaated for a
number of populations,
p
but the diffference is
that the prroblem was run for 1 to 100
populations and the MSE
E for each number
n
of
the sample was
w presenteed in Figure 10. As a
result, 49 an
nd 7 samplees opt as thee optimal
number of population.

Figure 8. Removing
R
star ppixels from imaages using prop
posed algorithm
m.
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Figure 9. MSE for differrent iteration ussing PSO and Genetic.
G

M for differeent population using
u
PSO and Genetic.
Figure 10. MSE

ns algorithm
m
As stateed previoussly, k_mean
sometim
mes convergees to a local minimum.
m
Inn
order too solve thiss problem, combinationn
method bbetween k_m
means and PS
SO algorithm
m
is proposed. In this procedure,
p
centers
c
of thee
ng PSO, GA
A,
initial cllusters are caalculated usin
and G
GMM. Afteerward, cllustering iss

perrformed usin
ng the k_m
means algorithm.
Eveentually, the satellite streak mod
del is
determined usiing RANSA
AC methods. The
outtputs of seveen algorithm
ms (i.e., PSO
O, GA,
k_m
means,
GMM,
PSO_K_m
means,
GA
A_K_means, and GMM
M_K_means) are
11
to 17.
illu
ustrated
in
n
Figures

Figure 11. Detected satelllite’s streak using k_means alg
gorithm.

Automatic Satellite’s
S
Streeak Detection in Astronomica
al Images Baseed on …

Figure 12. Detectedd satellite’s streeak using PSO algorithm.
a

Figuree 13. Detected ssatellite’s streak
k using Geneticc algorithm.

Figurre 14. Detected satellite’s streaak using GMM algorithm.

Figure 15. Detected
D
satelliite’s streak usin
ng PSO and k_m
means algorithm
m.
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Fiigure 16. Detected satellite’s sstreak using Gen
netic and k_means algorithm.

F
Figure
17. Deteccted satellite’s sstreak using GM
MM and k_meaans algorithm.

ussion
4. Discu
It is oobvious thaat all algo
orithms cann
detect ssatellite streeak and no
o significannt
differencce is seenn visually.. In ordeer
to comppare methodds, it is alsso necessaryy
to evaaluate quanntitative reesults. Thee
approachh used to coompare differrent methodss
is to aassess somee precision parameterss

usin
ng the conffusion matriix and execcution
tim
me. In this study, the confusion matrix
m
is calculated
c
beetween the ooutputs illusstrated
in the previous section and the binary
b
imaage in wh
hich satellitte streak pixels
are bright. The evaaluation criteria
presented in Taables 3 and 4 are describ
bed as
folllows.

Table 3. Evaluation critteria with differrent methods in
n the sample image (a) in Figurre (4).
PSO

genetic

EMGMM
E

K
K-means

PSO
O_kmeans

Genetic_kmeaans

EMG
GMM_kmeans

Misclassification
M
n

0.0010

6.69 e -4

0.0015

9.0086 e -4

0.0013

0.0014

9.08 e -4

Specificity

0.494

0.635

0.314

0.534

0.433

0.423

0.534

Perrformance_ratte

971.44

1151.64

965.75

9977.70

969.64

969.60

977.70

Time

3.563

3.616

11.696

7.780

5.841

6.560

12.352
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Table 4. Evaluation criteria with different methods in the sample image (b) in Figure (4).
PSO

genetic

EMGMM

K-means

PSO_kmeans

Genetic_kmeans

EMGMM_kmeans

Misclassification

9.92 e -5

1.15 e -4

0.001

3.19 e -4

1.46 e -4

4.76 e -6

3.06 e -4

Specificity

0.998

0.968

0.778

0.917

0.960

1

0.920

Performance_rate

289.03

280.91

280.66

280.86

280.90

281.32

280.86

Time

7.367

3.900

5.061

3.318

8.181

6.354

3.866

Misclassification rate criteria reflect that rate
at which classifier is not able to identify the
correct class of them. Therefore, according to
the purpose of this study, one method with
minimum misclassification rate can be
chosen as an optimal approach. In this
connection, the GA and GA-k_means were
identified as an optimal method for the left
and right images of figure 4 respectively. The
measures of accuracy derived from the
confusion matrix represent the proportion of
true results and the expected value of these
criteria that would be close to 1. According
to this parameter, no significant difference
was found between the outputs; as a result,
the purposed algorithm is not sensitive to this
criterion. Specificity measures the rate of the
non-streak pixel correctly classified under
non-streak class; consequently, the optimal
algorithm for satellite streak detection is
identified by the maximum value of this
factor. Thus, the GA in the left image and
GA-K_means in the right image are
considered as optimal methods. Another
criterion determined in this study is Fmeasures. This parameter was calculated
from the harmonic average of precision and
sensitivity. Under ideal and worst conditions,
this parameter equals to 1 and 0, respectively.
The values of this parameter do not present
any variation in the different method;
therefore, it is not an appropriate criterion for
satellite streak detection. Next parameter
evaluated in this study is the performance
rate. This criterion shows the proportion
of streak pixels that classified correctly
and
pixels
categorized
mistakenly;
hence, GA and PSO can be determined
by the optimal method for the left and
right image, respectively, based on

the performance rate. The last criterion
studied in this research is the execution
time. Based on this parameter, PSO and
K_means minimize the time required to
detect satellite streak. It should be noted that
the measured time difference between GA
and PSO for the left image was 53
milliseconds. Finally, considering the
characteristics of imaging geometry, type of
CCD, and exposure time, the assessment of
demonstrating that PSO method is more
efficient than other clustering methods in the
automatic satellite streak detection and GMM
can be considered as an appropriate approach
for streak detection.
4-1. Multi-Streak Detection
When a multi-satellite streak is found in
the sidereal image, it would be reasonable
to expect that the proposed algorithm can
detect all the streaks in an image. The
proposed approach was applied to the
simulated image and then the start and end
points of each streak were specified by pixel
coordinate. The output of this section is
shown in Figure 18.
4-2. Comparison of Proposed Method with
Precise Orbit
For more evaluation of proposed method, the
azimuth and elevation value of the beginning
and end points of a sample streak (Figure 19)
using the best intelligent method (PSO) can
be calculated by precise orbit file, then these
results are compared with results of the
purposed method. Tables 5 to 7 show the
comparison of proposed method with precise
orbit. These tables reveal that the proposed
method is comparable with real observation,
which has a difference of about milliseconds.
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Figure 18. Output of propposed algorithm
m for multi streak
k image.

ure 19. MOUS streak at 24 Sep
eptember 2015 by
b SBig 16303 blooming CCD
D.
Figu
Table 5. Celesttial and pixel cooordinates of sttart and end sateellite streak.

TIME
Start
S
END
E

22015/09/24
12:05:47.66002
22015/09/24
12:06:17.26004

X_Pixel

Y_Pixeel

Ra(J2
2000)

Decc(J2000)

A
Az(J2000)

El(J2000)

277.9091

518.89005

15:25:4
48.613

63:23:44.43

122.5792

41.541

712.9777

614.96662

15:26:2
24.533

63:13:29.72

122.7979

41.624

Table 6. Azimuth
A
and eleevation of satelllite streak using
g proposed metthod and precise
se orbit.

TIM
ME
2015/009/24
12:05:477.66002
2015/009/24
12:06:177.26004

A
Azimuth
and Elevation
E
witth proposed
method

Azimuth
h and Elevatiion using preecise
orbitt

322.7376636
6

500.8347074

322.7396420

50.842456
62

322.7421911
1

500.8414754

322.7312864

50.832006
66

Ta
able 7. Differennce of azimuth and elevation.

TIME
T

Azzimuth

Elevation

2015/09/24 12:05:47.660002

-0.00
0197844

-0.0077490
-

2015/09/24 12:06:17.260004

0.01909047

0.0094688
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7. Conclusion
In the current state of colonization of nearEarth space by satellites, there is an
increasing need to know exactly the real
status of the occupation of this space. Thus,
orbital parameters for all objects traveling in
this space must be known with a high degree
of accuracy. In addition, this knowledge must
be periodically updated because this situation
is always changing. Atmospheric drag, solar
wind, moon, and planetary gravitational
perturbations are all sources of interference
that generate orbital perturbations beyond
what the best orbital model can predict. The
solution is to periodically observe all the
satellites, particularly the debris (because
active satellites themselves contribute to
maintaining the knowledge of their orbital
parameters), to determine with precision their
positions, and update their known orbital
parameters. There is a serious need for sky
surveillance in order to monitor the satellites
or the non-functional space objects for
different purposes, such as to correct the
satellites deviations from their trajectories, to
detect uncatalogued space debris objects, and
to avoid possible collisions. In order to define
the location of the satellite in the sky and
then to update its orbital parameters, an
optical satellite tracking system can be
designed, which acquires sequences of
astronomical images from the sky. Such a
system is composed of many sensors like a
telescope, a CCD camera, and a GPS
receiver. The CCD camera captures some
sequences of images in the current time
provided by GPS. The star catalogs are
employed to calibrate the image plane to the
celestial coordinate systems. The TLE
database contains the outdated orbital
parameters to estimate the satellite position.
For this purpose, an algorithm was required
to detect satellite streaks automatically in the
sidereal image.
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